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During the Spring term we asked children who were passionate about Computing to apply and
interview for the important role of subject ambassador.
We would like to introduce our eleven successful applicants who now represent our subject and wear a
green badge, so if you see them around school make sure you say hello
Tyler, 1C
This year in Computing, I have enjoyed making a
snail shell for Norman the slug with a silly shell
using the 2simple spinner tool. Also, I have learnt
how to type using two hands and I learnt how to
copy and paste pictures.

Anaya, 2C
I like researching on the computer. We have also
been working on paint – looking at pointillism. I
can use programs that help me learn. I do this at
home too.
Kamran, 3C

Aleena, 2C
I like to use computers at school to research. Also, I
have started to program basic commands, like
direction – I am getting good at this! I can take
photos and use apps on the ipads.
Alinane, 3C
I’ve got two computers at home and I have to help
my brother use them. I like computers because they
are fun and I can play fun games.
In computing we research things, we also play
maths games, my favourite game is hit the button.
Hanna, 4S
I always wanted to be a computing ambassador as
I am interested in: how to be safe online, how to
use the internet, key information to stop viruses,
how to help others on the computers. I really enjoy
doing this job because I learn more and more each
day.
Jemma, 5S
I love computing because your hands are never
hurting. This year we have learnt about
programming using Scratch.

On google, I search for facts like some on the
Victorian times. When we play on the computer in
class, we all let the other person choose a game that
we both like so we can both have fun. Did you
know I have a computer at home?
Holly, 4C
I love to make PowerPoints about what I love. The
excitement in learning how to do coding and know
what to do without giving others instructions is
amazing.
Every Tuesday I do my job. It is always nice to help
other people with computers and help them save
things.
Kaylem, 6S
The things I enjoy about being a computing
ambassador are that I get to help in my spare time
and I am very good with computers, so if there is a
problem I will be there to help them solve the
problem.
Alisha, 6C
We have had Internet safety day where we learnt
about how to be safe online. We have also learnt
about spreadsheets.

In our role, so far we have helped during Safer
Internet Day and continue to manage the IT equipment in school, on a rota – keeping the laptops and
ipads organised for the whole school!

